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Tiny Diggers Delivers Learning With Trucks For Kids On The iPad
Published on 02/17/12
A unique and exciting edutainment app for kids hits the iPad and Mac: Canada based
TouchTilt Games releases an educational game called Tiny Diggers for kids who love
construction trucks and getting their hands dirty. Tiny Diggers is a fun and engaging
educational game for Preschoolers, aged 2-5, that puts your child in the seat of popular
construction trucks. Drive an excavator while mastering numbers, a dumptruck while
learning colours, and a bulldozer to discover basic shapes.
Halifax, Canada - A unique and exciting edutainment app for kids hits the iPad and Mac.
TouchTilt Games, a young company based in Halifax, Nova Scotia Canada, releases an
educational game called Tiny Diggers for kids who love construction trucks and getting
their hands dirty.
"We believe Tiny Diggers has incredible potential in educational kids games on mobile
devices as it sets a new standard for engaging them in activities they love while learning
fundamentals of shapes, colours and numbers. The game promises to be a rewarding
experience for any parent or child who wants to give it a try. My own 5-year-old son
played a key role in testing and approving Tiny Diggers to his liking."
Tiny Diggers is a fun and engaging educational game for Preschoolers, aged 2-5, that puts
your child in the seat of popular construction trucks. Drive an excavator while mastering
numbers, a dumptruck while learning colours, and a bulldozer to discover basic shapes.
Each truck's dashboard has fun and interactive movable parts, including a horn, a CB
Radio, and big buttons to control the truck. If your child wants a break they can always
get their hands dirty in Free Play Mode.
Features Include:
* 3 different trucks to control
* 3 different games that teach kids about numbers, colours and shapes
* Free Play Mode - just dig, dump dirt and explore!
* Interactive environments
* Animated characters and dozens of sounds throughout the game
* No confusing menus or navigation
Professional soundtrack by Hessel Van Hoorn
Game Modes:
* Numbers - Drive an excavator and dig anywhere, then dump dirt on the number shown above
the truck to progress.
* Colours - Drive a Dumptruck and dump dirt on the colour shown above the truck to
progress.
* Shapes - Drive a Bulldozer and push dirt to the shape shown above the truck to progress.
* Free Play - Choose your truck and explore with no objectives.
Tiny Diggers is a nice addition for kids who enjoy learning on the iPad, and Mac. The
artwork is bright and colourful with smooth, animated backgrounds and you immediately
forget your child is engaged in education.
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPad
* Requires iOS 3.2 or later
* 15.7 MB
Pricing and Availability:
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Tiny Diggers 1.0 is $1.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Games category.
TouchTilt Games:
http://touchtilt.com/
Tiny Diggers 1.0:
http://tinydiggers.com/
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/tiny-diggers/id496093276
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4bWU6BhIeiI
Screenshot:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/111/Purple/03/86/33/mzl.xrnetods.480x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://www.touchtilt.com/TinyDiggersX512.png

TouchTilt Games is an independent video game company specializing in fun, unique and
engaging titles for mobile devices. Copyright (C) 2012 TouchTilt Games. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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